
Hvordan skape  
LA DOLCE VITA 

på en mangfoldig &  
multikulturell arbeidsplass



HAPPINESS

reality

expectationsminus

equals



close, meaningful 
relationships

WHAT MAKES A GOOD LIFE?

75-YEAR STUDY



The quality of your life  
is the quality  

of your relationships



is lazy
the brain



“you can trust me”



The
is a party-pooper

BRAIN



Our brains are programmed to

look for the negatives

before the positives



seeing negatives  
is the DEFAULT

seeing positives
is a CHOICE



Snoring



CULTURE
The way we do things 


around herehere



herehere here



www.pellegrino-riccardi.com

You are the passenger in a car which is 
being driven by your best friend.



Would you lie in court 
to help your friend?
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HUNGARYNORWAY
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Percentage of respondents 
who said they would 

probably NOT lie in court

DEN FIN NOR UKSWE ITA POL CHI ROM HUN SER PHI RUS NIG



Behind the behaviour 

there is usually a 

POSITIVE INTENTION



 

from Latin


“TO LOOK AGAIN”

SPECTRE+



hierarchy

emotions

space



FLAThierarchy



STEEPhierarchy



www.pellegrino-riccardi.comwww.pellegrino-riccardi.com

EQUALITY



“one of us”



showing

emotions

NOT



NORWEGIANS HAVE FEELINGS TOO



Hvordan skape

LA DOLCE VITA 

på arbeidsplassen?



Daniel Coyle





Are we connected?

Are we safe?



Are we safe?



fear



A place where 
you can be yourself

psychological safety



AUTHENTIC

psychological safety



Petter Solberg

It is not the fart that 
will kill you,  

but the smell



PEOPLE WANT CONNECTION 
NOT PERFECTION



Are we connected?

Are we safe?



Are we connected?



www.pellegrino-riccardi.comwww.pellegrino-riccardi.com

Our brains are wired for connection



space



A BUS STOP IN OSLO



MIND THE GAP



5m

Finally the horrible 2 meter distance is over

Now Norwegians can go back 

to the normal 5 meters



re+spect



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zRwt25M5nGw&t=103s 



Are we connected?

Are we safe?



Norway’s Speaker of the Year 2020

https://www.pellegrino-riccardi.com/ 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/pellegrino-
riccardi-24425a9/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=YMyofREc5Jk&t=5s 



You can get a signed LIMITED EDITION 
HARDBACK from me for 379 NOK plus 
postage - just send an email to 
pellegrino@pellegrino.no   


If you prefer a paperback versjon: https://
amzn.to/37GCCEa 


Kindle: https://amzn.to/3wt6jTy

If you are interested in hearing more 
intercultural stories, as well as stories 
about human interaction, you might 

be interested in buying my new book.

379,-




